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we are living in a gotcha media tradition that revels in exposing the foibles and hypocrisies of
our politicians. yet one baby-kisser manages to flee this treatment, getting the good thing about
the doubt and a favorable spin for almost every thing he does: John McCain. Indeed, even in
the course of his transitority decline in acceptance in 2007, the media persevered to aid him by
means of lamenting his destiny instead of criticizing the turn flops and politicking that
undermined his well known snapshot as a maverick.David Brock and Paul Waldman convey
how the media has enabled McCain's upward push from the Keating 5 scandal to the underdog
hero of the 2000 primaries to his roller-coaster run for the 2008 nomination. They light up how
the click falls for McCain's “straight talk” and the way the Arizona senator will get away with
inconsistencies and misrepresentations for which the media skewers different politicians. this
can be a attention-grabbing examine of the way the Free Ride: John McCain and the Media
media form the political debate, and an important ebook for each political junkie.
God what suckers Free Ride: John McCain and the Media all of us are. effortless accountable
the media whores who trip at the "Straight speak Express" bus and consume barbeque w/JM
yet we swallow it complete after they spew out their fluff.The media by no means have known
as him on his stuff, and basically now are we commencing to see a few of the truth. the man is
really scary, and if you happen to can get previous that, this can be a exceptional learn of ways
the media manipulates our political process.I'm a political junkie who's cynical and disillusioned,
but hold coming again to my Pollyanna methods (yes, Tinkerbell, clap your palms when you
think in fairies, might be there'll be a brand new President who's an individual we will search for
to, admire, be proud of" - hell i'd accept having a Pres who's simply anyone i'm really not
ashamed of.
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